TELEX® RELAUNCH SOUNDMATE™ RF ASSISTIVE LISTENING
SYSTEM AT INFOCOMM 2004

ATLANTA, GA (June 9, 2004): Telex is proud to relaunch the Telex
SoundMate RF assistive listening system at InfoComm 2004, Booth #2545,
Sidney J. Marcus Auditorium, and ballroom #A311. The Telex SoundMate
has been updated with new technology and interfaces, adding an array of
new user-friendly features to one of the most trusted and reliable systems on
the market. The Telex SoundMate personal listening system helps
overcome background noise and poor building acoustics that can make
listening difficult for the hearing impaired listener. The new products are
completely backward compatible with existing SoundMate products.
The all-new ST-300 base transmitter includes digital channel controls, a
backlit LCD display, front control of input levels and RF transmission level,
and a headphone monitoring jack. Users can select from 17 narrow band
channels. Another new feature for use with the SR-400 receivers is
Enhanced Dynamic Range (E.D.R.), an option that can be turned on or off
from the front panel. E.D.R. compands the audio program for better signal to
noise ratios and improved dynamic range.
The all-new SR-400 portable receiver includes a backlit LCD channel
display, E.D.R. capability, one on/off volume control and a high frequency
boost for increased clarity. The SR-400 has 17 selectable channels and
runs on two AA batteries.
The all-new PST-170 portable transmitter includes a backlit LCD channel
display, E.D.R. capability, input gain-adjust, and an auxiliary input for
recorded messages. The PST-170 can transmit on any of the 17
SoundMate channels and runs on two AA batteries.

The SR-50 remains a cost effective rugged portable receiver with one on/off
volume control and two AA battery operation. The SR-50 also has a new
look, with new contours and a modern black plastic shell. The SR-50 single
channel receiver is available in any of the 17 SoundMate channels and can
run over 30 hours on two AA alkaline batteries.
The SR-400, PST-170 and SR-50 are all compatible with the BC-100 drop in
recharger, for use with NiCd or NiMH batteries.
The new SoundMate components are available in the following convenient
systems: the SM-2, SMP-2 and SMP-400. The SM-2 includes one ST-300
base transmitter, four SR-50 receivers, four SEB-1 earbuds and a
SoundMate wall plaque. The SMP-2 is designed for portable tour
applications and includes one PST-170, a headworn microphone, six SR-50
receivers and six headphones, all in a deluxe carrying case. The SMP-400
is an extremely flexible tour system with four SR-400 receivers in place of
the SR-50’s.
List Prices:
SM-2: $870
SMP-2: $1225
ST-300: $600
PST-170: $505
SR-400: $230
SR-50: $85
For full details on all Telex products, please visit www.telex.com
Telex® is a professional audio brand of Telex Communications, Inc., a leader
in the design, manufacture and marketing of sophisticated audio, wireless,
multimedia, aircraft, broadcast and communications equipment for
commercial, professional and industrial customers. Telex Communications
markets its products in more than 80 countries under the brands EV®,
Telex®, RTS™, Dynacord®, Midas®, Klark Teknik®, University® and others.
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